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<today’s_date>



<company_name>

<company_address>

<company_city>



RE: <position>



Dear <hiring_manager>:



Design and programming are two different sides of a coin, but one cannot 
function well without of the other. This coin is one that I love in its entirety. I 
love building a technically challenging project and having something 
beautifully designed to show for it. It is a rewarding task for me. WordPress is 
a powerful and elegant tool to accomplish just that—and a tool that I would 
be very excited to use to build a project I would be proud to show off.



As a web developer, I understand how hard it is for a sizeable company to 
stay on top of all the latest technologies and discern whether it is best for 
them. I take a fast-paced and well-researched approach to this problem, by 
picking up new skills quickly. I am also constantly evaluating whether the 
skill I’m learning is worth the company’s time. My four years of web 
development experience from my post-secondary diploma and past web 
development jobs will also be valuable to you. I will identify design problems 
and execute solutions effectively, utilizing my detail-oriented nature to guide 
design decisions and technical challenges.



My plan to advance the goals of any company that I work with is simple and 
effective. That plan is as follows: communicate effectively and work hard by 
using previous work experience in related fields. I will achieve this by 
creating well-documented research on the most effective strategies of how 
to implement new features. Another great example is how I will quickly 
create design mockups and templates that meet <company_name>’s high 
standard for their design. The shine and polish I will provide will increase 
customers’ positive perception of <company_name>.



In short, I would love to work for <company_name> because of my passion 
for both coding and design. I also believe that I can advance 
<company_name>’s design and technical goals for any projects they may 
have for me. I would love the opportunity to answer any questions you may 
have for me in an interview at a later date, as well as ask you some questions 
of my own. I look forward to hearing back from you and thank you for your 
consideration. I can be reached at (431) 205-3070, or at dan@defunk.design.



Best wishes,



Daniel Funk


dan@defunk.design Mitchell, MB, Canada

(431) 205-3070
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